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What is RegOps Days?
 DevOps has taken the software world by storm. It gives organizations practicing
agile software development methodology the ability to deliver safely new
features at high velocity due to a high degree of automation in their software
delivery pipelines.

Regulation intensive industries have been traditionally slow at adopting agile
methodologies due to complex procedures that have to be followed when
developing software. However, we start to witness DevOps inspired automation
making intakes into these areas.

Our event provides a venue where practitioners and researchers interact and
exchange ideas from their industry or area of expertise, which will facilitate the
development and adoption of Regulatory Operations (RegOps) best practices.



What is RegOps Days?
The first RegOps Days took its place in February 2020. The event was in
Helsinki, and it collected over 50 attendees. The vivid conversation between the
speakers and attendees pointed out the importance of this kind of event. There is
still work to do to facilitate the adoption of regulatory operations.

The 2021 event will be online. Online event makes it possible to
connect more globally the regops network, and we expect
more than 200 attendees to join. 



Large logo and company description on partners
page on website
Large logo and mention in marketing materials
Attendee list 1 week before the event begins

Speaking session 25min + seat in panel discussion
Mention on the opening words

Logo on the website at least 6 months after the
conference ends
Mention in a thank you email
Full opt-in lead list

Pre-conference

During conference

Post-conference

Partnership packages

Gold - 500€

Small logo and company description on partners
page on website
Small logo and mention in marketing materials

Seat in panel discussion
Mention on the opening words

Logo on the website at least 6 months after the
conference ends
Mention in a thank you email
Limited opt-in lead list (company and title)

Pre-conference

During conference

Post-conference

Silver - 200€



 As a partner of RegOps Days, you get valuable visibility in a defined audience =
you can easily target your company message, share expertise and connect with
other actors in the field, and get in touch with prospects. From the next page you
can find the partnership packages. 

Be a partner by submitting THIS FORM. 
Our team will be in touch with you shortly. 

Partnership



 https://www.regopsdays.org/

Contact & team

info@regopsdays.org

 Vlad Stirbu  Marjukka Niinioja

 Vlad Stirbu  Marjukka Niinioja

Founder of
CompliancePal

Founder of Osaango

https://www.linkedin.com/in/vladstirbu/
https://www.linkedin.com/in/marjukkaniinioja/

